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Winner: Middle School Second Place

by Phylicia Molette
Eighth Grade
Kennedy Middle School, Atlanta Public Schools
When I look into the big, bold, bright
and beautiful eyes of my tutee, I think of all the
opportunities I gained from being a tutor. Experiences
I shared with my tutee helped me to look at the world
from all angles. I no longer only look at the world
from my perspective but also strive to look at it from
everyone’s perspective. Since I became a tutor, I
understand younger children better, appreciate teachers
more, and have become a wiser, mature, confident
student and role model.
Understanding younger children plays a huge role
when you are a tutor. Having the ability to know your
tutee’s personality can really benefit you. When I first
started tutoring, I didn’t get some of the techniques
my tutee used to comprehend lessons. As months grew
older, I realized that children have different ways to
understanding things, and it all depends on your learning
style. Another issue I came upon when I first started
tutoring is the attention span of many students in the
class. I learned that if you want to have an everlasting,
powerful effect on a student’s lesson, you must allow
some fun to be involved to get the student captivated
while still learning. Traveling to Bethune Elementary to
tutor has helped me to be both sympathetic and caring
to the needs of younger children!
Teaching students in hectic classrooms that are
sometimes similar to mine taught me to appreciate
teachers more. In the past, I didn’t really cherish my
teachers as much as I needed to. Now, I acknowledge
teachers’ feelings and encourage children in my tutee’s
class to not talk so much and to listen more attentively.

In the future, I plan to continue to respect teachers,
and become a role model for my tutee, so someday he
can inspire someone else just as he inspired me! The
Coca‑Cola Valued Youth Program has widened my eyes
and made me see the significance of all teachers.
Maturing and becoming wiser and confident
is destined to come once you become a tutor for the
Coca-Cola Valued Youth Program. Once I stepped
in the classroom filled with commotion and raucous
little kids being hyper and active, I knew I had to get
rid of childish habits I owned. I had learned that I was
tutoring young children, which meant I wasn’t a child
anymore. I was so much more. I was a young adult! The
Coca-Cola Valued Youth Program has taught me so
many values, I can’t name them all. But one value I really
appreciate is me finally maturing!
I can truly say I’ve learned a lot from tutoring so
far that made me the person I longed to be, an inspiring
one. The next step for me is to climb all the way up the
ladder of success then climb back down to spread my
word of advice to the other kids my age wanting to get
to the top but who are not sure of
themselves like I myself have also
felt before!
Our attitudes control
our lives. Attitudes are a secret
power working 24 hours a day, for
good or bad. It is of paramount
importance that we know how
to harness and control this great
force.
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